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Abstract
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1 Introduction
Theoctonions inCliﬀord algebra are a normeddivision algebrawith eight dimensions over
the real numbers larger than the quaternions. The octonions are non-commutative and
non-associative but satisfy a weaker form of associativity. The octonions were discovered
in  by John T. Graves and constructed in  by A. Cayley. They are referred to as
Cayley numbers or the Cayley algebra. The octonions have been applied in ﬁelds such as
string theory, special theory of relativity and quantum theory. Dentoni and Sce [] gave
a deﬁnition of octonionic regular functions and several properties of octonionic regular
functions in .
In  and , Kajiwara, Li and Shon [, ] obtained some results for the regener-
ation in complex, quaternion and Cliﬀord analysis, and for the inhomogeneous Cauchy-
Riemann system of quaternion and Cliﬀord analysis in ellipsoid.
In , Koriyama and Nôno [] gave three regularities (HK-holomorphy, HF-
holomorphy, H-holomorphy) of octonionic functions based on holomorphic mappings
in a domain in C. Naser [] and Nôno [, ] gave some properties of quaternionic hyper-
holomorphic functions. For any complex harmonic function f in a domain of holomorphy
D in C, we can ﬁnd a function f such that f + fj will be a function hyperholomorphic
in D and the Cauchy theorem of hyperholomorphic functions in quaternion analysis. The
aim of this paper is to deﬁne hyperholomorphic functions with octonion variables in C
and investigate the properties of the hyperholomorphic functions of octonion variables.
We give the condition of harmonicity in C. Then for any complex-valued functions g(z)
and g(z) satisfying the condition of harmonicity in a pseudoconvex domain  in C, we
can ﬁnd hyper-conjugate harmonic functions g(z) and g(z), respectively, on  such that
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g(z) = g(z) + g(z)e + g(z)e + g(z)e is a hyperholomorphic function on . Also, we
investigate the Cauchy theorem of hyperholomorphic functions in octonion analysis.
2 Preliminaries
The ﬁeld O ∼= C of octonions
z = x +
∑
i=
eixi, xi(i = , . . . , ) ∈ R ()
is an eight-dimensional non-commutative and non-associative R-ﬁeld generated by eight
base elements e, e, e, e, e, e, e and e with the following non-commutative multipli-
cation rules:
ei = –, eiej = –ejei, eiejek = ei(ejek) (i = j = k, i = , j = ,k = ),
ee = e, ee = e, ee = e, ee = e,
ee = e, ee = e, ee = e.
The element e is the identities of O and e identiﬁes the imaginary unit
√
– in the C-
ﬁeld of complex numbers. An octonion z given by () is regarded as z = z + ze + ze +
ze ∈O, where z := x + ex, z := x + ex, z := x + ex and z := x + ex are complex
numbers in C. Thus, we identify O with C.






In the octonion O, the equation has solutions whose forms are as follows:
z = a + be + ce + de + ee + fe + ge + he (a,b, c,d, e, f , g,h ∈ R).
Then the equation satisﬁes z = (a – ab – ac – ad – ae – af  – ag – ah) +
(ab – b – bc – bd – be – bf  – bg – bh)e + (ac – bc – c – cd – ce – cf  –
cg – ch)e + (ad – bd – cd – d – de – df  – dg – dh)e + (ae – be – ce – de –
e – ef  – eg – eh)e + (af – bf – cf – df – ef – f  – fg – fh)e + (ag – bg –
cg – dg – eg – f g – g – gh)e + (ah – bh – ch – dh – eh – f h – gh – h)e.
That is, a – ab – ac – ad – ae – af  – ag – ah = –, ab – b – bc – bd –
be – bf  – bg – bh = , ac – bc – c – cd – ce – cf  – cg – ch = , ad – bd –
cd – d – de – df  – dg – dh = , ae – be – ce – de – e – ef  – eg – eh = ,
af – bf – cf – df – ef – f  – fg – fh = , ag – bg – cg – dg – eg – f g – g –
gh = , ah – bh – ch – dh – eh – f h – gh – h = . This means that the equation
has inﬁnitely many solutions
z =  + be + ce + de + ee + fe + ge + he
with b + c + d + e + f  + g + h =  in O.
For two octonions z =
∑
i= eixi and w =
∑
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Also, the octonionic conjugation z*, the absolute value |z| of z and an inverse z– of z in
O are deﬁned, respectively, by





|z| + |z| + |z| + |z|, z– = z
*
|z| (z = ).
Thus, the octonion z ∈O and the octonion conjugation z* ∈O have the following forms:
z = x + ex + ex + ex + ex + ex + ex + ex = z + ze + ze + ze
and
z* = x – ex – ex – ex – ex – ex – ex – ex = z – ze – ze – ze,
where z = x + ex, z = x + ex, z = x + ex and z = x + ex.



























where ∂/∂zj , ∂/∂zj (j = , , , ) are usual diﬀerential operators used in complex analysis.
And we use the following octonionic diﬀerential operators:








































is the usual complex Laplacian .
3 Some properties of hyperholomorphic functions onO
Let  be an open set in C. The function g(z) is deﬁned by the following form in  with
value in O:









where z = (z, z, z, z) and g(z), g(z), g(z) and g(z) are complex-valued functions.
Deﬁnition . Let  be an open set in C. A function g(z) is said to be L(R)-
hyperholomorphic in  if the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(a) gk(z) (k = , , , ) are continuously diﬀerential functions in , and








When we deal with an L-hyperholomorphic function g(z) in ⊂ C, for simplicity, we
often say that g(z) is a hyperholomorphic function in ⊂C.

























If the following equations:
D*αg =Dβg, D*αg =Dβg, D*αg = –Dβg, D*αg = –Dβg ()
are satisﬁed, the function g(z) is a hyperholomorphic function in . The equations in ()
are the corresponding o-Cauchy-Riemann equations in C.




































We call that equations () are the condition of harmonicity.
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where g = u + eu, g = u + eu, g = u + eu and g = u + eu for real-valued func-
tions ui (i = , . . . , ).
Lemma .
(i) If the function g(z) is hyperholomorphic in an open set  in C, then the functions
g(z), g(z), g(z) and g(z) are of class C∞ in .
(ii) If the function g(z) satisﬁes the condition of harmonicity in an open set  in C, then







































and the functions g, g and g are proved by a similar method as in the proof of the case
of g. And, by (i), gj(z) (j = , , , ) are of class C∞ functions in . 
Deﬁnition . Let⊂Cn be an open set with a C boundary. Let = {z;ρ(z) < }, where






for all z ∈ b and w ∈Cn satisfying∑nj= ∂ρ∂zj (z)wj = .
Consider an automorphism γ :
(z, z, z, s) = γ (z, z, z, z) := (z, z, z, z)
of C. A domain  in C ∼= O is said to be pseudoconvex with respect to the complex
variables z, z, z, z, if γ () is a pseudoconvex domain of the space C of four complex
variables z, z, z, s in the sense of complex analysis.
Theorem. Let be a domain inC ∼= O,which is a pseudoconvex domain with respect
to the complex variables z, z, z, z and let g(z) and g(z) be complex-valued functions of
class C on  satisfying the condition of harmonicity (). Then there exist hyper-conjugate
harmonic functions g(z) and g(z), respectively, of class C on  such that g(z) is a hyper-
holomorphic function on .
























































































































































By the condition of harmonicity (), all coeﬃcients vanish. From Hörmander [], the δ-
closed forms ψ and ψ of z, z, z, z are δ-exact forms on γ (). Since is a pseudocon-
vex domain, there exist hyper-conjugate harmonic functions g(z) and g(z) of class C∞ on
 with ∂-closed forms γ –ψ = ∂g(z) and γ –ψ = ∂g(z) on  of z, z, z, s are ∂-exact
(, )-forms on  such that g(z) is a hyperholomorphic function on  (see Krantz []).

Theorem . Let  be a domain in C ∼= O, which is a pseudoconvex domain with re-
spect to the complex variables z, z, z, z and let J(z) = g(z) + g(z)e be a complex-
valued function of class C on  satisfying the condition of harmonicity (). Then there
exists a hyper-conjugate harmonic function J(z) = g(z) + g(z)e of class C on such that
g(z) = J(z) + J(z)e is a hyperholomorphic function on .
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By the same method as the proof of Theorem ., our result is proved. 
Theorem . Let g(z) be a hyperholomorphic function in a domain G of O and let
τ = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz
+ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz
– dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dze
– dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dze.
Then for any domain ⊂G with smooth boundary b,
∫
b
τg = , ()
where τg is the octonion product of the form τ on the function g(z).
Proof Let
τ() = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz,
τ() = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz,
τ() = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz,
τ() = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz.
By the rule of octonion multiplications,
τg = (τ() + τ() – τ()e – τ()e)(g + ge + ge + ge)
= gτ() + gτ() – gτ()e – gτ()e
+ gτ()e + gτ()e – gτ()e – gτ()e
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+ gτ()e + gτ()e + gτ() + gτ()
















































where dV = dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz ∧ dz, and by the condition of har-






d(τg) = . 
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